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A theoretical treatment of the field effect, surface photo-voltage and surface

recombination phenomena has been carried out, starting with the Hall-

Shockley-Rcad model and generalizing io the case oj a continuous trap dis-

tribution. The theory is applied to the experimental 7-esidts given in the

previous paper. One coneludes that the distribidion of fast surface states is

such that the density is lowest near the centre of the gap, increasing sharply

as the accessible limits of surface potential are approached. From the sur-

face photo-voltage measurements one obtains an estimate of 150 for the ra-

tio {aJOn) of the rross-sceiions for transitions into a state from the valence

and conduction bands, shouing that the fast states are largely acceptor-type.

On the assumption that surface recombination takes place through the fast

states, the cross-sections are found io he: o-^ '^ G X 10 cm~ and o-n ^^

4 X 10"'' cm\

I. INTRODUCTION

The existence of traps, or "fast" states, on a semiconductor surface,

becomes apparent from three physical experiments: measurements of

field effect,' of surface photovoltage,^ and of surface recombination ve-

locity s. Results of combined measurements of these three quantities on

etched surfaces of p- and n-type germanium have been presented in

the preceding paper. ^ The present paper is concerned with the conclu-

sions which may be drawn from those experiinents as to the distribution

in energy of these surface traps, and -the distribution of cross-sections

for transitions between the traps and the conduction and valence bands.

The statistics of trapping at a surface level has been developed by

Brattain and Bardeen' and by Stevenson and Keyes,'' following the work

on body trapping centers of Hall and of Shockley and Read.

It is known that surface traps are numerous on a mechanically dam-

aged surface' or on a surface that has been bombarded but not annealed;
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and that on an etched surface their density is comparatively low. It is

also known that the available results cannot be accounted for by a

single level, or even two levels, so that one is evidently dealing either wdth

a large number of discrete states or a continuous spectrum. A given trap-

ping centre is completely described by specifying: (i) whether it is donor-

like (either neutral or positive) or acceptor-like (neutral or negative);

(ii) its position in energy; and (iii) the values for the constants Cp and

Cn (related to cross-sections) occurring in the Shockley-Read theory.

In this paper we shall deduce what w^e can about these quantities, using

the experimental results previously presented.

At the outset it must be admitted that it is by no means certain that

the same set of surface states appear in the field-effect experiment and

give rise to surface recombination. However, (i) it is found that such sur-

face treatments as increase s also reduce the effective mobility in the

field-effect experiment; (ii) any surface trap must be able to act as a

recombination centre, unless one of the quantities Cp and C„ is zero;

and (iii) the capture cross-sections obtained by assuming that the field-

effect traps are in fact recombination centres are, as we shall see below,

eminently reasonable.

As to the nature of the surface traps, not too much can be said at the

moment. The lack of sensitivity to the cycle of chemical environment

used argues against their being associated with easily desorbable surface

atoms; the intrinsically short time constants (Section 5) suggest that

they are on or very close to the germanium surface. The possibility that

the surface traps are Tamm levels^" remains; or they could be corners

or dislocations. However, the reproducibility with which a given value of

s may be obtained by a given chemical treatment of a given sample,

followed by exposure to a given ambient, suggests that there is nothing

accidental about their occurrence.

II. STATISTICS OF A DISTRIBUTION OF SURFACE TRAPS

We start by quoting results from the work of Shockley and Read

and Stevenson and Keyes* on the occupancy factor /, and the flow U
of minority carriers (per unit area) into a set of traps having a single

energy level and statistical weight unity:

/, = (C„n. + C,pO/[C„(n. -1- n,) -\- C„(p. + p,)] (1)

U = C„C,(p«n« - ?i.')/[C„(n, + ni) + C^(p, + p^)] (2)

where the symbols have the following meanings:

n^
, Ps — densities of electrons and holes present at the surface
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«i , Pi— values which the equilibrium electron and hole densities

at the surface would have if the Fermi level coincided with

tlie trapping level

C„ = NtVmffn ; Cp = NiVTpffp , where A''! stands for density of traps per

unit area, Vm is the thermal speed for electrons and Vrp that

for holes, and (r„ and o-p are the cross-sections for transitions

between the traps and the conduction and valence bands

respectively.

If we introduce the surface potential Y and the fiuantity &, defined as

(Ap/n,), where Ap is the added carrier density in the body of the semi-

conductor, we may write:

7U = X"'n.P*'(l + X5)

(3)

p. - \;i,-e~'(l + X^'5)

where \ = pii/iu
, pn being the equilibrium hole concentration in the body

of the semiconductor. We further introduce the notation:

ni = iiie
"

pi ^ nic"

(4)

(Cp/Cr = X

The cjuantity v thus represents the energy difference, measured in

units of {JcT/e), between the trapping level and the centre of the gap;*

and is positive for states below, negative for those above, this level. The
parameter x ^vill be most directly associated with whether the state ia

donor-like or acceptor-like. If it is donor-like (neutral or positive), a

transition involving an electron in the conduction band will be aided by
Coulomb attraction whereas one in\'oIving a hole will not; so one would
expect X « 1- For an acceptor-like trap, (neutral or negative) the con-

trary holds, and one expects x » 1-

Using (4), the occupancy factor (I) becomes

r ^ x~'X'^^^(l + U) -f xe
' X^'X-'e''(l + XS) + x-^'e- + xXe-»'(l + X^'S) -\- xe' (5)

= jX"*e"*V' sech [^ (F + v) - ^ ^n X] for 5 =

Note that, in thermodynamic equilibrium, the occupancy factor does

not depend in any way on the cross-sections, whereas for 5 5^ it does,

through the ratio x-

* Strictly speaking, one should say "position of the Fermi level for intrinsic

semiconductor" instead of "centre of the gap." These will fail to coincide if

the effective masses of holes and electrons are unequal, as they certainly are in
germanium.
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Similarly, the flow of carrier-pairs to the surface (2) becomes:

U =
(6)

which, for 5^0, tends to the linear law U = .WiS, where s, the surface

recombination velocity, is given by:

where

.S, - (X + \-'')(a„apfy2[ch{v-\-tnx) -\- c.h(Y - fnX - fnx)] (7)

The suiiace density S^ of trapped charge is given by:

2. - NJ\ (8)

where /( is the occupancy factor, given by (5).

Now let us turn to the question of a distribution of surface traps

through the energy v. Suppose that the density of states having v lying

between r and v + dv is iV(v) dv, expressed in units (ni£). Then the total

surface recombination velocity arising from all traps, and the total

trapped siu'face charge density, are given by:

s/ivmVTpY" = n,£ f S,{v)Niu) dv (9)

S. = jav)mv)dv (10)

where Stiy) and fi{v) are explicit functions of v, given by (5) and (7).

The limits of the integrals in (9) and (10) are the values of v correspond-

ing to the conduction and valence band edges; however, as we shall see,

it is often possiljle to replace these limits by ± ^

.

In summing up the contributions in the way represented by (9), we

have implicitly ignored the possibility of inter-trap transitions, suppos-

ing that the population of each trap depends only on the rates of ex-

change of charge with the conduction and valence bands, and is inde-

pendent of the population of any other trap of differing energy.

Wiiat kind of function do we expect N{v) to be? Brattain and Bartleen'

postulated that N{v) was of the form of two delta-functions, correspond-

ing to discrete trapping levels high and low in the liand. This assumption

is not consistent with the observed facts in regard to held ett'cct, surface
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photo-voltage, or surface recombination velocity. The general difficulty-

is that the observed (juantities usually vary less lapidly w ith surface

potential than one would expect. It is possible to fit the field-eflect obser-

vations of Brown and Montgomery" with a larger luunber of discrete

levels, but this would call for a "sharpening up" of the trapped charge

distribution as the temperature is loweied, and this appears to be con-

trary to what is observed.* It is always possible that the surface is patchy,

in which case ahnost any variation with mean surface potential could be

explained, '^llic simplest assumption, however, seems to Iw that Niu)

is a rather smoothly-varying function. All we need assume for the

moment is that it is everywhere finite, continuous and differentiable.

We may then differentiate equation (10) with respect to Y and 5 under

the integral sign, and get {d'2,/dy)i and {dX,/d5)Y , the (luantities for

which experimental measurements were reported in the previous paper :^

\dYjs J 4

m^) ^.
(11)

c/i^K" + F) - yn X]

iVWa(X"' + \)m{^- Y)-\-h (n\
-I .^^ . (12)

dX.\ f + fn x) + l(X" - X)) dp

dS JY J 4ch\Uv + Y) - I Cn\]

Notice that the expression in brackets in the numerator of (12) gener-

ally has the value X~^ or — X, except near the point v = Y — (n\^2tnx-

This is indicative of the fact that, whatever the exact form of N{v), the

ratio of — (a2,/d5)K/(5S,/aF)i tends to these limiting values (X~' and

—X) for sufficiently large negative and positive Y respectively.

It may be verified from (7), (11) and (12) that iB^_»/dY)i , found from

the field effect experiment, depends only on .V(i'); (5S»,/55)v , found from

the surface photo-voltage, depends on N{y) and x; while s, the surface

recombination velocity, depends in addition on the geometric mean

cross-section (ff„(rp)'''. Both % imJ ((Tnffp)^'' might themselves, of course,

be functions of v. Thus relations (7), (11) and (12) are integral equations,

from which the three unknown functions of v may in principle be de-

duced from the experimental results. (Equation U , in fact, may lie solved

explicitly. P. A, Wolff'^ has shown, however, that, to determine N{v)

unambiguously, it is necessary to know {dliJfiY)^ for all \'aluos of Y
in the range ± ^ .)

The foregoing considerations apply to "small-signal" measiu'cments.

* There are sonic changes with temperature, but not what one would expect if

(here were only discrete .surface states.
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Fig. 1 — The fit between Equations (13) and (14) and the experimental data.

The circles and dots give the experimental data for the n and p-type samples

respectively and the solid straight lines represent Equations (13) and (14).

But it is also possible, once N(v), x and (a„a„y ^ are known, to calculate

the expected behavior of the surface photo-voltage and surface recombi-

nation rate at high light intensities, and compare the answer with the

experimental findings. We hope to discuss this matter in a later paper.

Ill, ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA BY USE OF THE DELTA-

FUNCTION APPROXIM-iTION

Let US first consider the interpretation of our field effect measure-

ments by means of (11). We start by finding empirical expressions that

describe the observed dependence of {dI„/dY) on Y (Fig. 6 of the pre-

ceding paper^). Except at values of (F —fn X) close to the extremes

reached one may fit quite well by a hyperbolic cosine function. Fig. 1

shows the function whose hyperbolic cosine is (dIis/dY)/(di:s/dY)uiin

plotted against Y — fn X. From this figure we find:

22.6 ohm-cm n-type:

^ ) - 4.oc;j[0.36(F - fv X) - 0.8]
dY Ih

(13)

(for (F - in X) > -4
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8.1 ohm-cm p-typc:

(^^^ = <I.7^M0.31(F - (n. X) - 0.5] (14)

for 2 > (Y ~ tn-K) > -4

For values of (F — (n\) less than —4, it appears that S^ is changing

more rapidly with Y than is indicated by (13) and (14). We .shall comment
on this point later. Excluding this region, we note that in both cases the

variation with Y is everywhere slow in comparison with e^, and proceed

on the assumption that N(v) is a function of v that varies everywhere

slowly in comparison with c". Then (11) indicates that there is one fairly

sharp maximum in the integrand in the range ± x , occurring at that

value of V which coincides with the Fermi level:

" = - r + rn \ (IS)

The integral in (11) could be evaluated in series about this point

(method of steepest descents). The zero-order approximation is got by

replacing

i sech' [^{u + 1'} - ^Cn X] by h{p + 1' - fn X).

Later we shall proceed to au exact solution, and we shall find that this

delta-function approximation is not too bad. From (11) we now find:

f^j .^
I

Nii'Mi' -\-Y - fn X) f/v = ^{-Y + fn. X) (15)

Tlii.s nuitheniatical procedure will be seen to be equivalent to identify-

ing {dX,/dY)i with the density of states at the point in the gap which

coincides with the Fermi-Un'ei at the -surface. Using (13) and (14), one

gets:

22.6 ohm-em n-type:

N(v) = 4.3 ch{OMv + 0.8) (16)

8.1 ohni-cm p-type:

N{v) = 0.7 chiOMf + 0.5) (17)

As we shall see in the next section, the exact solutions differ from (16)

and (17) only in the coefficients preceding the hyperbolic cosines.

Turning to the surface photo-voltage measurements, we take (12)

and again replace

i seclr [Kf + y) - ¥n XJ by 5(j/ + F - tn X)
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Using (15), one gets:

= |(r' + X) M-Y + fft X + fn x) + KX"' - X)

Thia procedure, inaccurate as it is, has the advantage that no particu-

lar assumption need be made concerning the functional dependence of

X on v, it being understood that x in (18) has the vahic holding for v =
— Y-\- (71 X. In particular, if Yo is that value of Y at which the ratio

'-(dZ./d6)y/(d%/dY)s changes sign,

rnxo - To - f» X + fh: '[(X - X"'). (X + x"')] (lO)

From the experimental data, one finds, for the «-type sample, fn xo ^
2.4 (at V = —3.5); for the p-typc sample, fn x<i ^ 1-0 (at c = 1.9).

In view of the approximations made, those estimates would not be

expected to l)e more precise than ±1 to 2 units. Xotice that both values

are positive, and that the difference between them is small in compari-

son ^^ith the differpnce in v. This suggests that, we start afresh with the

assumption that x '« independent of v, and work out the surface photo-

voltage integral cxiictly. This is done in the next section.

IV. EXACT TREATMENT FOR THE CASE iV(c) = A ch (qv -\- B), WITH CON-

STANT CROSS-SECTIONS

The results of the previous section suggest the pro(!edure of assuming

that N{v) is of the functional form given by (16) and (17), and evaluat-

ing the integrals (0), (11) and (12) exactly. The integral for (aS^/al'),

(11), depends only on the form of N{v) and may be evaluated at once.

To get (aS,./a5), (12), one must know how x deiJcnds on v. On the

basis of the work of the pre\-ious section, we shall siiptiose that x is in-

dependent of V. (Properly, we need only assume that x varies with v

more slowly than q'. Since the fmiction th\\{v — Y) -\- \(n\ + In x]

has one of the values ±1 everywhere except close to j* = F — fn X

- 2tn X, and since the denominator of (12) has a sharp minimum at

V = — Y + tn X, it follows that the region in which (aX„/a5)i- changes

sign will be governedmainly by the vahie of x at c = — Pn x-) To get s [(9),

using (7)], one must also assume something about the geometric mean cross-

section, {<Tn<Tpf'^- In the absence of any information on this score, we

shall assume that (tr^ffp)^'" also is independent of v, and see how the com-

puted variation of s with Y compares with the experimental results.
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We assume:

N(u) = A ch {qv + B) (20)

and substitute in (11), (12) and (7). In view of the sharp maximum in

the integrands of these expressions, it is permissible to set the Hmits

which should correspond to the edges of the gap or of the state distribu-

tion equal to ± x . The integrals are conveniently evaluated by the eon-

tour method (see Appendix 1) and yield the following results:

-^' ) = Airq cosec irq ch [B — q{Y — (n X)]

(
^M = -Att? cosec xf/c/( [B - q{Y - (n \)] X

\ do /v

(21)

[,(x- + X) (- .oth . + ^,4f^^0 + 4 (X- - X)] (22)

where

^= y - CiX - Cnx

($> = B - q Cn X
(23)

{VmVr,)'" (24)

= 2 (^ + X~^)(c7-„CT;,)^'^?i(£ 27r A shqy ch (B cosec wq cosech 'y

Comparing (21_) with (15), we see that the delta-function approxima-

tion is in error to the extent that it replaces irq cosec irq ))y 1. With the

value of q found experimentally, this is not too bad; we can now, how-

ever, by htting the right-hand side of (21) to the experimental facts,

(13) and (14), obtain exact solutions for A''(j'):

22.6 ohm-cm n-type

.V((-) = 3.6 f/i.(0.36i' + 0.8) (for v < 4)

8.1 ohm-cm p-type (25)

Ar(^) =. 8.3 ch(0.31v + 0.5) (for v < 4)

The ([uestion arises as to whether this solution for the distribution is

unique. We have already pointed out that the mathematical methods

fail if the distribution is discontinuous. It seems that (25) represents the

only solution that is slowly-varying, in the sense used in the previous

section; its correctness could presumably be checked by carrying out

experiments at different temperatures. For v > 4, the above expressions
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do not fit the observed facts, because, for F - ^n X < -4, the charge in

fast states is found to change more rapidly than is given by the empirical

expressions in (13) and (14). The behaviour in this region is perhaps in-

dicative of the existence of a discrete trapping level just beyond the

range of v which can be explored by our techniques. The observations

(see Fig. 6 of preceding paper^) can be described by postulating, in addi-

tion to the continuous distribution of states given above, a level of den-

sity about 10^^ cm"^ situated at i- - 6, or a higher density still further

from the center of the gap. Statz et al,^^ using the "channel" techniques,

which are valuable for exploring the more remote parts of the gap, have

proposed a level of density ^ lO" cm~^, situated at about 0.14 volts be-

low the center of the gap (v = 5.5): this is not in disagreement with the

foregoing.

In order to compare (22) with the experimental data derived from the

surface photo-voltage, it is necessary to choose a value for x- Fig. 2 shows

the comparison with the results presented m the preceding paper. On the

vertical axis, the values of idX,/d8)/idX,/dY) plotted have been divided

by (X + X"^), in order to show the n and p-type results on the same scale.

(Note that the limiting values of this quantity should be X/(X + X~ )

and —\~^/(\ + X~'), so that the vertical distance between the limiting

values should be 1, independent of X). The theoretical curves have been

drawn with the value ^n x = 2.5, in order to give best fit between theory

and experiment at the points at which the ordinate changes sign. (It

may be seen from the form of (22) that, wdth the actual value of the other

parameters, the mam effect of adopting a different value of ^n x would

be to shift the theoretical curve horizontally, while a change of X shifts

it vertically without in either case greatly modifying its shape). The fit

between theory and experiment is not quite as good as could be expected,

even taking into account the rather low accuracy of the measurements.

The variation of {d^s/d8)/id'2s/dY) with Y found experimentally seems

to be rather slower than the theory \\-ould lead one to expect. The main

points to make are: (i) the difference in Y between the zeros for the two

samples (5.4 ± 1) is about what it should be (4.8) on the assumption

that /n X is the same for both samples and of the order of unity; and (ii)

paying attention mainly to the zeros, the estimate ^n x = 2.5 is likely to

be good to ± 1

.

Now let us consider the surface recombination velocity. Here we are

on somewhat shakier ground, in that, in deriving (24), we have had to

assume not only that x is independent of v, but (<Tn<Tpf"' also. First -we note

from (24) that the maximum value of s should occur at 7 — ^n X = ^^7t X-

Comparing with the experimental results given in the preceding paper.
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Fig. 2 — Experiment and theory for
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Solid lines_ theory; circles and dots, with smooth curves through the points, repre-
sent experimental results for n and p-t3'pe samples, respectively.

we see maxima aiY — Cn\ = 2.0 for the p-type sample, and 3.5 for the

n-typc sample. Both these values are withiu the limits to (n % given in

the previous paragraph, thus confirming the estimate made there. Fig.

3 shows a comparison between the experimental results and (24). The
graph has been fitted horizontally, by setting (n x = 2.5, as found above;

vertically, to agree with the mean value at that point. The agreement

with experiment is reasonable, although again, just as in Fig. 2, the ex-

perimental variation of s with {Y — (n X) is rather slower than one would
expect.

The fact that the experimental values, both of .surface photo-voltage

and of surface recombination velocity, vary more slowly than expected,

is susceptible of a number of interpretations: (i) The deduced distribu-

tion of fast states might be wrong. However, the most likely alternative

distributions— isolated levels, or a completely uniform distribution—
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give {ill at least some ranges of Y) a more rapid instead of a smoother

variation of these quantities so long as the surface is homogeneous, (ii)

The estimates of the changes in Y might be too large. It is unlikely that

oin- calibration is sufficiently in error, and other workers have obtained

results comparable to ours. The only possibility would be that the mo-

bility of carriers near the surface is larger {instead of smaller, as found by

Schrieffer) than inside— which seems ciuite out of the question, (iii)

The ratio of capture cross-sections varies with v. This, however, \\ould

only be in the right direction if one were to assume that the ratio x I'n-

crcases with the height of the level in the gap— i.e., that the high states

behave like acceptors, and the low ones like donors. While not quite

impossible, this is an unlikely result, (iv) The surface is patchy. It is

probable that a range of variation of two to four times (IcT/c) in surface

potential would be sufficient to account for the observed slow \'ariation

of surface photo-voltage and recombination velocity with mean surface

potential. We have refrained from detailed cal('ulation.s of patch effects,

on the grounds that, without detailed knowledge of the magnitude and

distribution of the patches, it would be possible to construct a model

that could indeed fit the fac-ts, but one would have little confidence in

the result. The possibility of patches warns us to view with caution the

exact distribution function deduced for the fast states. It would still

be conceivable, for example, that one has but two discrete states, as

originally proposed by Brattain and Bardeen,' and that the apparent

existence of a band of states in the middle of the gap arises from the fact

that there are always some parts of the surface at which the Fermi level

is close to one or other of these states. Fortunately the conclusions as to

the cross-sections are not too sensitive to the exact distribution function

assmned.

Using the mean of the two coefficients in {25), substituting 7ii =

2.5 X 10" cm"', £ = 1.4 X 10"' cm, {vt.Vtp)'" = 1.0 X 10^ cm/sec, in

(24), and using the experimental result (see Fig. 3) that Smax/(X + X )
=

1.2 X 10" cm/sec, one obtains (ffpff^)'" -- 5 X 10""^ cm". Now setting

(trp/o-„) = x" ~ c" ^ 150, one gets for the separate cross-sections:

0-^ ^ G X 10"'' cnr

ff„ = 4 X 10"'' cm-

There values appear to be eminently reasonable. Burton et al, who

studied recombination through body centres associated with nickel and

copper in germanium, found ct^ > 4 X 10 " cm , tr,, = 8 X 10 em

for nickel, and Op ^ 1 X 10"", c7. = 1 X 10"'^ for copper. The fact that
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our estimates for a,, and a,, appear to be of the expected order of niagni-

ttides lends strong support to the \'iew that identifies the traps appear-

ing in the field-effect and surface photo-voltage experiments with those

responsible for surface recombination.

The result that {up/a^) = 150 is good evidence that the fast states are

acceptor-like. This statement must be re.stricted to the range \v\ < 4;

the states that are outside this range might be of either type. Also one

might allow a rather small fraction of the states near the middle to be

donor-type, without serious trouble; but the experimental results compel

one to belie\e that most of the fast states within 0.1 volts or so of the

centre of the gap are acceptor-like.

TRAPPING KINETICS

The foregoing eonsideration.s have concerned the steady-state solution

to the surface trapping problem. If the experimental constraints are

changed sufficiently rapidly, however, there may be effects arising from

the finite time required for the charge in surface states to adapt itself
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to the new conditions/* This section will concern itself with the trapping

time constants (which are not directly related to the rate of recombina-

tion of minority carriers).

One case of trapping kinetics has been discussed by Haynes and Horn-

beck.^ A general treatment of surface trapping kinetics is necessarily quite

involved, and will be taken up in a future paper. Here we shall restrict

ourselves to giving an elementary argument relating to the high-fre-

quency field effect experiment of Montgomery. To simplify the discus-

sion, we assume that the surface in question is of the "super" type; i.e.,

the surface excess of the bulk majority carrier is large and positive. At

time i = 0, a large field is suddenly applied normal to the surface; the

induced charge appears initially as a change in the surface excess of the

bulk majority carrier; as time elapses, charge transfer between the space-

charge region and the fast states takes place, until equilibrium with the

fast states has been re-established. What time constant characterizes

this process?

Take electrons as the majority carrier. Then the flow of electrons into

the fast states nuist equal the rate of decrease of the surface excess of

electrons. For a single level one may write:

f/„ ^ NiVTa(T„[{l - fi)n, — jin^
(26)

- -l\

For a continuous distribution of levels, one can say that only those

levels within a few times {kT/e) of the Fermi level at the surface will be

effective, so that one may regard the distribution as being equivalent to

a single state with ?ii = 7i,- exp {Y — In X), which will be about half full.

We assume further that the density of fast states is sufficient for the

changes in r^ to be large in comparison with those in ft , as is reasonable,

having regard to the relative magnitudes of the measured values of

id'S,/dY)s found in the present research, and of {dTp/dY)i and idV„/dY)s

.

Thus/, may be treated as a constant in equation (26). Further, we may
set Tig = 4:T„'/ni£,", as may be proved from considerations on the space-

charge region. ^^ Solving (26) with these conditions, one finds, for the

transient change in r„ between the initial and the quasi-equilibrium

state

:

Ar„ o: (i - thi) (27)

where

T - Xe ''£/[NtVTn<7nV2 V fii^- " ft)]
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To clarify the order of magnitude of time constant involved, let us

substitute £ ^ 10~* cm, Nt -^ lO" cm~", Vm ~ lO' cm/sec, On ^ 10~'

cm^, /( -^ 0.5, \e~^ -^ 1. This gives t ^-^ 10~^ sec, which suggests that one

would be unlikely to mn into trapping time effects in the field-effect ex-

periment at frequencies less than 10 I\Icyc/sec. This conclusion is con-

sonant with the findings of Montgomery/*

Appendix 1

evaluation of the integrals in section 4

The integrals occurring in Section 4, giving the experimentally acces-

sible quantities (dX^/dY), {d%/db) and s in terms of the surface trap

distribution and cross-sections, are conveniently evaluated by contour

integration. In ^'iew of the general applicability of this method in deal-

ing with integrals of the sort that arise from such a distribution of traps,

we include here a short note on the precedure used. The integrals needed

are

:

ch{cx + g) sech x dx

+"

th{x -f- h) ch{cx -+- g) sech.^ x dx

^" ch(cx -\- g) ,

chx + chk

To evaluate /i , we evaluate / ch(cz + g) sech^ z dz around the con-

tour shown in Fig. 4. The contributions from the parts z = ±R vanish

in the limit R -^ o© , so that the integral has the value

:

(1 — COS ctt) / ch(cx -f g) sech^ x dx — i sin cir I

J— go •'— 00

sh{cx -\- g) sech* x dx

77l 2

-R + R

Fig. 4 — Evaluation of /i .
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The integrand has one pole within the contour, at x = Ii'tt, at which the

residue is —c{cos \cir sh g -\- i sin ^crchg). Multiplying by 2in and

equating the real part to that in the above expression, one obtains:

/i = ire cosec ^cir chg '

The same contour is used in evaluating h ; there are now poles a,tz =

^iw and at z ^ ^tV — 6, and one obtains:

/o — ire coth b eh g cosec \cTr

— 2x cosec |cjr cosech' h sh ^bc ch(}-^bc — g)

To evaluate h , one integrates / [ch{cz -\- g)/(chz + clik)]dz around

the contour shown in Fig. 5. There are poles at iV ± A-. Proceeding as

before, one finds:

/;i ^ 2t sh ck ch g cosec re cosech k

Appendix 2

limitation of surface hecombinatron arisixcj from the space-

charge barrier

The question of the resistance to flow of carriers to the surface arising

from the change in potential across the space-charge layer has been

discussed by Brattain and Bardeen. Here we shall recalculate this effect

by a better method, which again shows that, within the range of surface

potential studied, the effect of this resistance on the surface recomlnna-

tion velocity is for etched surfaces quite negligible.

Let Ip and /,. be the hole and electron (particle) curi'cnts towards the

surface, and let x be the distance in a direction perpendicular to the sur-

face, measuring x positive outwards. Then the giadient of the tiuasi-

Fermi levels (pp and tp„ at any point is given by:

V<Pp = ^ (/p/Mp)/(^) (1)

ZTTv. O
] T^L-k

_*

o
JTL+k

-R +R

Fig. 5 — Evaluation of /j .
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Then the total additional change in ipp and <pn across the space-charge

region, arising from the departure in uniformity in the carrier densities

p and n, is

:

A0J, =

n„ J \n no/

Suppose now that the true surface recombination rate is infinite, so

that the quasi-Fermi levels must coincide at the surface, and:

(Pp + AiPp = ^„ + A<pn (3)

These equations, together with the known space-charge equations,

complete the problem. Notice first, from (2), that A^p will be large only

if there is a region in which p is small (F ^ 1), while A(p„ is large only

when, in some region, 71 is small (Y « —1). Introducing the quantity 6,

approximating for 8 small, equating Ip and /« and setting the result equal

to sUiS, one finds:

r « -

1

1/2
I

-.-a/a.^jr
{Dj£){\"- + \-''-)e

Y » 1 (4)

The coefficients {Dj£) and {Dp/£) are of the order of 4 X 10^ cm/sec.

The most extreme case encountered in our work is that occurring at the

ozone extreme for the n-typc sample (X = 0.34, Y = — G), for which the

surface recombination velocity, if limited by space-charge resistance

alone, would be about one-quarter of this (10 cm/sec). The fact that

the observed surface recombination velocity is lower than that by more

than two orders of magnitude shows that space-charge resistance is not

a limiting factor in the present experiments. Equations 4 might well

hold on a sand-blasted surface, however, where the trap density is much

higher.
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